Korean Art, Old and New

Only partly by design, the art of Korea is on display in three of Penn’s main venues just now.

The Arthur Ross Gallery and the University Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology knew they would collaborate when an opportunity came for the first U.S. showing of The Fragrance of Ink: Korean Literati Paintings of the Choson Dynasty (1392-1910). A special traveling exhibition on loan from the Korea University Museum, it is one of the most important collections in Korea. Fifteen exceedingly painted fans are at the Museum and a wide variety of hanging screens, scrolls, and albums are at the Arthur Ross Gallery.

Talks: The Museum’s Korean Arts and Culture Series presents two on Saturday, December 6, 1-3 p.m. in the Rainey Auditorium: Korea’s Ceramic Tradition, by Robert D. Mowry of Harvard University, and Korea’s Shamans and the Spirits of Capitalism, by Laural Kendall of the American Museum of Natural History.

Meanwhile the ICA, in collaboration with the National Museum of Contemporary Art in Seoul, conveys a contemporary view of this culture in Inside Out: Four Artists from Korea. The four are Lim Young Sun, Kim Young Jin, Bae Bien-U, and Park Kwa Young—all chosen for their use of international artistic styles that deal with specific cultural issues of their homeland.

Talk: On Thursday, November 20, at 6 p.m., the ICA will present Junmo Chung, senior curator from the National Museum of Contemporary Art, on the Contemporary Art Scene in Korea.
VP/Human Resources:
Jack Heuer of HR

John J. Heuer, a member of the human resources division for almost 15 years and director of staff and labor relations for the past two, has been named Vice President for Human Resources, effectively immediately, according to an announcement by Executive Vice President John A. Fry.

“Jack brings a unique combination of background and experience to this position,” Mr. Fry said, adding that “it is with a great deal of pleasure that we have been able to conclude our national search by recognizing one of the truly talented and extraordinarily dedicated professionals we have within our organization.”

Mr. Heuer, who holds a master’s degree from Penn’s Organizational Dynamics Program, received his bachelor’s degree in business administration, industrial relations and organization behavior from Temple University in 1983. He then joined Penn’s human resources offices, where he held positions in personnel and benefits, and became a staff-labor relations specialist in 1985. In 1988 moved up to manager of labor relations, and over the next six years he was responsible for establishing and maintaining labor-management relations in the administration of six collective bargaining agreements for more than 1,100 staff. Director of staff and labor relations since 1995, he has been a key member of the internal team managing Human Resources since the resignation of Clini Davidson as vice president in June 1996.

He has participated in professional certification programs at the Community Dispute Settlement Program of Delaware County (1997), the Center for Creative Leadership (1996) and the New York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations at Cornell University (1988). He is also a member of the College and University Personnel Association, the Industrial Relations Research Association and the Society for Human Resource Management.

$10 Million for Vagelos Scholars

Trustees Chairman P. Roy Vagelos and his wife Diana have pledged a gift of $10 million to fund the Vagelos Scholars Program, which President Judith Rodin described as “a rigorous new program in molecular life sciences for undergraduate scholars” when she announced it last week.

Dr. Rodin made the announcement at a luncheon during dedication ceremonies for the Roy and Diana Vagelos laboratories of the Institute for Advanced Science and Technology, the $52 million biomedical research facilities that will serve SAS, SEAS and PennMed researchers.

Dr. Vagelos, cited as models of Penn’s pioneering interdisciplinary programs the Jerome Fisher Program in Management and Technology and the Huntsman Program in International Studies and Business. The Vagelos Program is “built on the recognition that all aspects of modern day medicine or biological research are focused on the properties of the molecule, which is chemistry. Thus, whether it be the human genome project, the latest approaches to understanding the brain works, the discovery of a new treatment for disease, or the provision for an adequate food supply, the science of chemistry plays an irreplaceable role in these endeavors.”

The former chairman and CEO of Merck & Co. added, “Future drug discovery will be based upon understanding things on a molecular level. Modern life sciences research is extremely interactive. The University of Pennsylvania has more interdisciplinary teaching and research than any institution I know.”

Beginning in the fall of 1998, ten undergraduates a year will be chosen to work on “Flawed Problems in molecular life sciences” as Vagelos Scholars, with stipends for all summer research projects and financial aid for those in need. They will pursue a coherent course of study that supplements existing majors in chemistry or biochemistry with additional physics, biology and mathematics. Faculty in SAS, PennMed, and the Veterinary and Dental Schools are expected to provide some of the research experiences.
Election of Secretary-elect

No nominations were received by petition and the Senate Nominating Committee’s nominee Martin Pring, associate professor physiology/medicine, is declared elected Secretary-elect of the Faculty Senate, effective immediately.

Proposed Revision: Employment of More Than One Family Member

(Adopted by the Senate Executive Committee October 29, 1997 and forwarded to the Provost)

University policy permits the employment of more than one member of a family (defined as being related by blood, marriage, or adoption, or defined as partners recognized under University benefits policy), whether or not the persons concerned are in the same academic or administrative department. The University’s primary concern in such cases of appointment, as in all others, is that faculty or staff members are the best candidates with respect to the requisite qualifications for employment. The University has a parallel concern, however, in the avoidance of a conflict of interest or the appearance of such conflict, where an employee’s professional decisions or actions pertaining to the performance of his or her job would be colored by considerations arising from a family relationship with another employee. The University also recognizes that the appointment of two or more family members, especially within the same department, could generate pressures and prejudice among colleagues. To guard against such conflicts and abuses, the following rules must be observed:

A. Family Members Appointed to the Faculty

1. No faculty member shall participate in any way whatsoever in the decision to employ, promote, reappoint, or terminate the appointment of a member of his or her family on the Standing Faculty or the Associated Faculty.

2. Any proposal to employ as a faculty member a person who is related to a member of the faculty or administration must be brought to the attention of the dean before an offer of appointment is made. In cases where there is a potential conflict of interest in the professional relationships of family members or with respect to other employees of the University arising from the family relationship, the department chair must outline in writing the steps being taken to avoid or manage conflicts of interest or the appearance of such conflicts, subject to approval by the dean. Deans will report such arrangements to the provost in the course of normal administrative oversight.

3. No faculty member shall participate in any other decision, including determining the salary, teaching and/or administrative assignments, and space assignments, directly and individually affecting a member of his or her family on the Standing Faculty or Associated Faculty.

B. Family Members Appointed to Non-faculty Positions

Faculty members should take care to avoid conflicts of interest or the appearance of such conflicts in the employment of, and in any ongoing University-related professional relationship with, a family member in a non-faculty position. All decisions regarding such employment should be conducted in strict conformance with the Human Resources Policy.

C. Reporting

In the course of normal administrative oversight, department chairs or other heads of department will report periodically to deans, and deans will report to the provost, on steps that have been taken to avoid or manage conflicts of interest or the appearance of such conflicts among faculty members and/or academic administrators who are related as family. In each case, the faculty members and/or academic administrators who are subject to such reports shall receive copies of such reports on a timely basis.

These requirements extend to part-time faculty appointments whenever such a person may exercise decision-making power over the employment and/or administration of a family member employed by the University.

Relocating Affirmative Action

As of December 1, 1997, the address for the Office of Affirmative Action will be:

Office of Affirmative Action
3600 Chestnut Street, 2nd Floor
Nichols House (Grad Tower A)/6106

The fax, phone numbers and staff e-mail addresses will remain the same for Executive Director Valerie O. Hayes and the staff, who include Assistant Director Harry Payne; Coordinator, Program for People with Disabilities, Alice Nagle; Staff Assistant, Melvis M. Williams; and Secretary, Joan Bauer.

Finding Physics/Astronomy

In the new Penn phonebook, none of the faculty and staff of the Physics and Astronomy Department are listed in the white pages. On page 17 of this issue are the names of the 128 people involved, and information on steps being taken to recover from the oversight.

AAUP A Letter to the President

The following letter was sent to the President and to Almanac for publication on November 5, and was held for response.

On Collegiality and Consultation

Dear Dr. Rodin:

The Board of Directors of the American Association of University Professors at the University of Pennsylvania is deeply concerned about recent lapses in the long history of broad consultation and consensus building between the administration and the faculty of the University in decisions that affect the academic community. The Board has directed me to convey its concern directly to you as President and to the entire administration.

For many years, the President and Provost have included at a minimum the three Senate chairs in discussions of University problems and potential solutions. The tradition of consultation, even when confidentiality is required, creates a sense of mutual collegiality and respect. Moreover, the perspectives of the faculty leadership, who have had a lifetime invested in this University, are extremely valuable input to the decision-making process. The faculty leadership understand the need for and respect confidentiality when it is appropriate. The principles of prior consultation and participative decision making are preserved in this manner.

In this administration, on the other hand, this practice and tradition have been disregarded. The failure of this administration to include faculty in consultation, problem solving, and decision making has ruptured collegiality and the sense of community at this University. Faculty leadership includes many who are prominent in establishing interdisciplinary programs for which Penn is highly regarded around the world. Disaffection these people risks Penn’s future.

Many faculty feel victimized by College Hall and the Franklin Building. The decline in morale among senior faculty is palpable.

As President of this University, you have a key role in setting the style and tone of your administration. We bring our concerns to your attention with the hope that you will reverse the recent practice that has led to the perception among the faculty that you neither care about nor want their participation in University decision making.

Sincerely yours,

Elsa L. Ramsden, Chair (Penn AAUP Board)

Response to Professor Ramsden

We regret that Professor Ramsden appears to be unaware of the many ways in which we consult with the University community in the administration of Penn’s affairs. This is especially surprising, considering that Professor Ramsden, as chair of the Faculty Club, knows first-hand the depth and extent of the consultation process, with regard to the Club.

We believe that consultation is vitally important to the life of the University, and it is particularly important to us that our faculty have ample information on the range of issues facing Penn. In an effort to enhance consultation at Penn, we announced at last week’s University Council meeting that an ad hoc committee on consultation will be appointed to provide advice and counsel for the future. We hope that Professor Ramsden was pleased to learn of this plan. The committee will make recommendations to Council by April 1, 1998 on further improvements in Penn’s consultative processes.

We look forward to the committee’s report.

Judith Rodin
President

Stanley Chodorow
Provost

ALMANAC November 18, 1997
At University Council’s regular meeting on November 12, Moderator Sam Preston asked Council if minutes of the November 5 Special Meeting were needed in view of Almanac’s near-verbatim transcription published November 11. GAPSA’s Alex Welte asked that minutes be entered for the record; later clarifying with Council Secretary Constance Goodman that the minutes could be a memorandum with the published transcript attached. The transcript will now include the material lost in the taping, below—reconstructions made by GAPSA members Matthew Ruben, Victoria Tredinnick and Mr. Welte, and an expansion of notes on the remarks of the A-3 Assembly’s Donna Arthur. Note that in Almanac Nov. 11, the comments attributed to the two women speakers were transposed; they more nearly said what is given here.—K.C.G.

November 5 Statements

Matthew Ruben: As to the first resolution* before us: The community here is broken. That’s a fact. It’s a fact whose evidence is the widespread negative reaction to the administration’s announcement that it has proposed arrangement with Trammell Crow. This is not a reaction that has been voiced just by the facilities workers directly affected by this deal. It’s been voiced all over the campus, in resolutions and public statements, by a wide variety of constituencies including the BSL, the Triple-A, GAPSA, the UA, the PPSA, the A-3s and the Faculty Senate. People are concerned. They’re afraid. In some cases they’re outraged. There is an atmosphere of distrust. This is a fact, just as much of a fact as any of the numbers and figures that are used to justify the Trammell Crow deal itself. It’s not a number, but it’s the same.

Now one thing everyone knows about this administration is that it has dedicated itself to excellence, to innovation, to ingenuity. It has shown that it will do whatever is necessary to fix problems and get things done. If you presented this administration with a problem in any other area of the campus—any area except this area of communication and consultation—they would start with the assumption of this fact that there is a problem, and they would then say, “Okay, we’ve got this problem; now what do we have to do to fix it?”

And that is why I find it alarming that the administrators here today have instead responded by insisting they did consult us on this matter. They have pointed to a meeting or statement made about this problem. Or, you want this to be. The fact is that 175 people’s lives are thrown into disarray by this proposed deal with Trammell Crow. This is not a reaction that has been made about what the problems actually are. What are you going to do?

These willy-nilly, last-minute meetings the administration has had with as many people as it can only happen as a result of people protesting whatever is going on. Protest becomes the only way to get the democracy and the accountability that are supposed to be part of this community. Everyone knows this. Everyone on this campus has a story. A lesson learned with vending is a lesson not learned with health insurance, is a lesson not learned with benefits, is a lesson not learned with residential facilities. There has got to be a structural problem if these lessons learned do not transfer from one office to another, or even in some cases from one agenda item to another on the desk of the same administrator.

So that’s what this resolution is about. It’s about what kind of a place you want this to be. We know what the administration has done and how it’s acted. It’s a fact that’s a part of the experience of everyone here. The question for you today is, what do you want to do about it? The resolution asks you to tell the administration to fix this problem. It says, empower a committee to look specifically and only at the consultative process. It says, fix this problem. Or, you can say that everything’s fine, that the problems we all know exist are not really problems at all. It’s up to you. It’s your choice. This is your meeting. You get to decide. What are you going to do?

As for the second resolution,** I’ll be brief. This resolution is also about what kind of place you want this to be. The fact is that 175 people’s lives are thrown into disarray by this proposed arrangement. Regardless of whether they get jobs with Trammell Crow, they’re not sleeping well. They have to look over their shoulders. They have to wonder how long Penn will protect them from getting transferred off the Penn account and losing tuition benefits for their children. Benefits which, along with the sense of community, were the reason they took below-market salaries for all these years to work here in the first place.

And it’s not just those 175 people. The fact is—and still no one wants to talk about this—that in two or three years there will be hundreds of others laid off when the contracts of the unionized physical plant workers run out. And no one should think for a minute that this Dallas-based company is going to pick up the union contracts of those Philadelphia locals.

Now, the Trustees will do whatever they deem to be in the best interests of the University’s fiscal health as they interpret it. But that’s not the point. The question is, what are you going to do? What are you going to say to the Trustees about how you and this community feel about this? How are you going to reconcile your conscience with the fact—and it is a fact—that 175 people now and hundreds more later are having their security undermined, their livelihoods undermined. You have to go home tonight and you have to have an answer when you ask yourself, “What did I do? What did I say to the Trustees? What was my role in this?” So I put it to you: what are you going to do? What are you going to do?

The Three Final Speakers

Victorial Tredinnick: I think the point is clear, but maybe it has to be said again, that the question is not whether there is a problem with facilities management, but what happens once a problem has been identified. There are certain very highly paid members of the administration whose job it is to provide leadership and management. For example, Residential Facilities was left without top leadership for 18 months, and in that case I’m not surprised there are management problems. These highly paid members of the administration are presumably there to provide leadership and management to the university, not to sell off parts of it once problems have been identified.

Alex Welte: I would like to appeal to a natural justice notion of burden of proof. We have before us a significant proposal for restructuring in a particular way. That facilities management needs to be improved, I think, is not under dispute, but there has been no clear statement made about what the problems actually are, or what the options are for dealing with them. We have not heard one word about exactly what it is that Trammell Crow brings to Penn that we do not already have. In fact, the opposite seems to be the case, since Trammell Crow is paying $32 million to get what we have. For a proposal to solve facilities management problems by outsourcing, the case just hasn’t been made.

It was Donna Arthur whose short speech said [paraphrasing from Almanac notes] that she did not feel the proposal had been researched as much as it should have been—that there were not enough answers for solving the problems stated. That no enough consideration had been given to the proposal for it to go to the Trustees now.
Dr. Rodin on Consultation

Consultation is important in the life of a university. Penn is full of wonderfully bright people who are potentially interested in a wide range of issues, including almost anything having to do with the University itself.

But consultation cannot be focused on every aspect of university life. The goal is to strike the right balance that moves the University forward. You—our faculty, our students, and our staff—have demonstrated repeatedly that you can—and do—make real contributions to University policy and decision-making. We need your input on a wide range of issues. At the same time, realistically, it is impossible to consult with every member or even every constituency of the community on every issue that arises in the course of an academic year.

In an effort to deal with this fact constructively, members of the administration frequently consult with elected and other representatives of the Penn community. Often this “representative consultation” may proceed over a lengthy period and lead to resolution of a particular matter. The risk in doing this is that our constituents may not agree with that resolution, or the adequacy or timing of the consultation. And some will be disappointed. Changes that affect all of us are inevitable. My administration and I want and need your continued input into those changes. At the same time, we also need to be able to be decisive. During my first year as President, in fact, I heard over and over again that decisiveness was badly needed at Penn. We will have to wrestle together with the right balance between consultation and not with rancor but constructively, for a University we all care deeply about.

To those ends, I will work with University Council Steering to appoint a special Committee on Consultation that will submit its report to Council on April 1, as recommended in last week’s resolution. This will be a temporary committee. I would expect it to disband after the submission of its report.

There is, of course, a standing University Committee on Consultation, but it exists to advise on appointments. I will discuss with Steering whether it may be appropriate to build on that committee. I look forward to talking with the members of Steering about the composition and charge of the Committee on Consultation at our upcoming meeting next week, and to consulting regularly on a wide range of issues.

Council: A Seat for UMC; Rejection of Booklist Recommendation

At Council November 12, all of the proposed bylaws changes (Almanac November 4) were passed, with extensive debate on the motion to add a seat on Council for the United Minority Council. Although Undergraduate Assembly Chair Noah Bilenker and several others spoke in opposition to the seating of UMC, Mr. Bilenker said a recent D.P. report of that the UA as a whole had “denounced” the proposal was not true. “Despite what my personal views might be, we decided that it wasn’t like an electoral college system and that we should let the 15 UC representatives vote as they wished. But the UA as a whole did not vote against UMC.”

UA statements of opposition cited partly the principle that only students should choose who represents students on the University Council, and partly an anticipated problem of “drawing the line” if other groups also ask to be represented.

Positions that carried the motion included those of Senate Chair-elect John Keene and others who underscored the advisory nature of Council and the advantages of greater breadth of representation—to the extent that Dr. Larry Gross said, “I see no reason why future requests to further guarantee the appropriate representativeness of these discussions would not be seriously considered.”

The Rev. Will Gipson said, “For a university as large and as complex as Penn, it seems to me that we want to position ourselves to hear as many voices as possible, so that our voice of opinion to the president and provost is as comprehensive, nuanced, and textured as is the University itself. The UA is very important to the University, because it is one important source of what student concerns are on any number of issues and I think in many ways it’s a great tribute to great American tradition of acknowledging the role of students in governance at the University. However, I don’t believe that any one student site of governance really can represent to the Council all of the kinds of concerns of students here at Penn. And I do believe that it is not of the kind of historical realities that are represented and emboldened in students of color here, it’s probably to our real advantage to pull up one more chair to the table and ask a member of the UMC to take a seat.” As Council resumed its agenda following the favorable vote, President Rodin asked literally that a chair be pulled up to the table for Topé Koledoye, current chair of the UMC. She was seated, to applause.

Bookstore Recommendation: Although the Steering Committee did not bring to the floor a recommendation to enact the proposal that all faculty post their textbook lists to the web (see the Bookstore Committee Report, Almanac October 14), a motion was made from the floor to reject the proposal. Passed on a hand vote was the resolution:

The University Council rejects the recommendation of the 1996-97 Bookstore Committee that “University Council urge the Provost to ensure that all departments place their course descriptions and titles and ISBN number of all texts on their PennNet home pages well in advance of the commencement of preregistration and that enrollment numbers be made available to all book sellers who may desire them.”

Reports: Learning Disability . . . SATU in Pilot Phase . . . Alcohol

Provost Stanley Chodorow reported on the evolution of a new committee on students with learning disabilities, to be headed by Dr. John Richetti of English. Its membership and charge will be published next week. Dr. Chodorow also described a new pilot project in Speaking Across the University—SATU, a companion to WATU, which works to improve Writing Across the University. Training is in progress this fall for those who will work with students to improve their speaking abilities, and students are to be involved in a pilot in the spring.

Alcohol & Civility: President Judith Rodin said she will follow up on the October Council meeting on binge-drinking and alcohol-related assault by appointing a small, high-level committee in the near future “to review and make recommendations on the very helpful suggestions that came out of those conversations.”

Following is the presentation of James Bean, the director of PennMail who chairs the Penn Professional Staff Assembly. Note that discussion on the Bookstore is on pages 7-8 and 13.—Ed.

PPSA Statement on Bookstore/Facilities Employees

During the past three or four months many members of Council have called for a more lively and interactive forum at our meetings. To that end I’d like to digress from our usual reporting format and pass along some of the thoughts and feelings expressed to me by members of the A-1 community on a couple of recent hot topics.

I have been following the ongoing debate in Almanac with respect to the Bookstore Committee report. While I do not profess to know all of the issues involved, it is interesting that on one side are faculty members who cherish their ability and right to use alternative sources for their courses texts; on the other hand there has been sentiment expressed by some student groups of the desire for one stop shopping due to the convenience of the results. I do not pretend to have some magic solution to resolve this debate. Nor do I wish to pass judgment. However, one disturbing inference I have read in some of the exchanges indicates a dissatisfaction with the level of service provided by the employees of our University Bookstore, and the anticipation of a continual decline in these services levels with the opening of our new bookstore. I’d like to remind all that approximately 3,000 employees of the current Bookstore were in fact employees of the Bookstore prior to the Barnes & Noble agreement. These employees see themselves as important members of the University community first and foremost. These employees, and the store in which they work, are still very much Penn-oriented. The signature on their paycheck is the only thing about them that has changed. They do not deserve to be treated, implicitly or otherwise, as outsiders. The B&N contract is a management one; the culture of the store remains Penn.

I mention this because we now have another group of employees facing the same situation, specifically those employees in Facilities Management. Much of the fear and uncertainty that has been expressed to me concerns these employees losing their Penn identity. It is important for all of us to remember that whoever cuts our paychecks, we are all still members of this Penn community. The support of this community mindset can be a significant step in the healing process we now must undergo. I ask that individuals on both sides of these issues remember those employees within the affected areas are dedicated first and foremost to supporting the mission of our university. Thank you.

COUNCIL Statements November 12, 1997

ALMANAC November 18, 1997
Progress Toward the Goals of Agenda for Excellence

by Judith Rodin

Since the University community adopted Agenda for Excellence as its strategic plan for the 21st century, there has been remarkable progress toward all of its goals, most significantly in academic areas. While much attention has been given in recent months to the physical development of the campus, that development is only important as a means to an end—the creation of an optimal environment in which the scholarship and research that are Penn’s life-blood can best take place. We are here to teach and to learn; to conduct research and to make new knowledge.

Every step, every campus development, every piece of our strategic plan supports this academic mission directly or indirectly. I would like to use my remaining time to focus on the striking progress we have made over the past year in enhancing Penn’s academic excellence.

The superordinate goal of Agenda for Excellence is for Penn to solidify its position as one of the world’s leading research universities—a place of choice for the world’s best students and faculty. To attract world-class faculty and students, as we must, we will need superior research capabilities, for certainly research is the parent of new knowledge. We also need to be the leader in the development of new and better methods of teaching and learning. And to be truly excellent in the 21st century, our university needs to move toward becoming really global.

The number of successes I have to report today amounts to quite a list. It is a list that would be considered a “wish list” at some universities, but one that is quickly becoming a reality here at Penn thanks to our extraordinary University community.

Students and Programs

We have welcomed the most academically accomplished class ever to attend Penn, and these are but a few of the markers: The SAT scores of the Class of 2001 were higher than ever; 306 of our entering students were valedictorian or salutatorian of their high school class; 130 were president of their high school class or council; 182 entered Penn as Benjamin Franklin Scholars. The class is also richly diverse: 35% are members of minority groups. The trend continues for 1998: Our early-decision numbers for next year’s entering class are at an all-time high. And the quality of these early applicants—who are ready now to commit to attending Penn over any other school—is truly extraordinary.

Penn is a hot school. U.S. News & World Report ranked Penn 7th in its September survey of the best universities. Penn students reported high levels of satisfaction in an April 1997 survey of nearly 400 undergraduates by the Department of Sociology:

- 88% were satisfied with their classes.
- 88% were satisfied with extracurricular activities.
- 84% were satisfied with their living situations.
- 84% would come to Penn if they had to make the decision again.

When I was a student living at home and got a 97, my father used to ask me what happened to the other three points; so I want you to know that we will be working on the other 15 percentage points and hope to report next year that all are over 90 and moving.

I think this is a better time than ever to be a student at Penn, though certainly we will let that hyperbole be expressed by the students. But there are a number of exciting new programs. Most recently, announced just on Monday, the Vagelos Scholar Program in the molecular life sciences will integrate for outstanding undergraduate science majors work in chemistry, biology, physics, mathematics, with an extraordinary support system both financial and otherwise, modeled after the Fisher M & T Program and the Huntsman International Studies and Business Program, and other premier “niche-building” programs. The Provost has talked about Foreign Languages across the curriculum, and rhetoric across the curriculum. Last year we announced a six-year sub-matriculation program, Wharton to Law, and this year by the end of the year we’ll announce similar programs both in the College and in Engineering to Law School, again leveraging some of Penn’s unique strengths.

There’s tremendous excitement in so many areas of the 21st Century Project, but one of the things that I think has had an extraordinary impact—it’s hard to believe it’s only two years old—Kelly Writer’s House and other such physical structures that provide hubs for community-building around substantive areas of academic and intellectual interest. There’s a lot of planning going on for the community hub and for other hubs, and I know the Provost will have more to report on that at the next Council meeting.

We think it’s better than ever to be a graduate or professional student at Penn. Part of the strategic plan is to keep moving the Ph.D. programs and professional programs upward both in rankings and in productivity. Part of the plan, which is now well under way, is to reduce the size of Ph.D. programs in order to better fund doctoral students. I know we will continue working in this area so that we will have highly supported Ph.D. students in our programs.

A number of exciting new master’s programs are being established as leading-edge programs that position our students for a variety of opportunities: Telecommunications in SEAS; environmental studies in SAS; and the joint programs such as biotechnology in SAS and SEAS; bioengineering in SAS and SEAS; and bioethics in SAS and Medicine.

Campus Life

Campus life is becoming markedly richer. The new College House system and “Wheel” project will roll out in Fall 1998. Progress advances on Perelman Quad and Sansom Common, with the new Bookstore on track to open next fall. ResNet wiring is completed. GreekNet is moving along. Penn is a participant in the Internet II research program, and as that moves forward Penn will become one of the leading centers, and will be indeed the regional center for the highest-speed connectivity over the Internet; we are contributing both intellectual and financial resources to that aspiration.

There’s been a comprehensive review of athletic and recreational facilities, a great deal of consultation, a lot of interview processes, and that will be evaluated and reported on, and much discussed, this semester. Planning and fundraising are already under way. You know that residential facilities have been evaluated again; this will be a year in which there will be considerable discussion both about residential facility construction and progress and also dining halls; and we certainly will deliberate broadly and confront you on all of those important issues. The design for the Wharton building is moving, and there are already designs underway for a new biology building—and much discussion for other academic projects.

Faculty and Research

Penn’s excellence is so widely recognized in large part due to our faculty, who are always being recognized as an outstanding research faculty: the Kyoto Prize to Dan Janzen, the McArthur Award to Susan Stewart, the Bower Award and now the Scott Award to Ralph Brinster represent only a few of the many important and distinguished accolades that our faculty continues to receive.

Last year was an astonishing year with regard to faculty recruitment and retention. There were many intense competitions with peer universities—often the larger community doesn’t hear about that; it’s known at the department level or the school level; we try to play a very direct role, sometimes it’s financial but more often than not it isn’t; it’s really supporting the efforts of the schools and the departments. There have been just extraordinary appointments in SAS and Engineering: many outstanding appointments in Medicine; I could take the full 25 minutes to talk about the extraordinary faculty that we have hired and retained, and the wonderful colleagues that we have here who continue to make Penn the best research university in the country.

The committee that is focusing on one of the Six Strategic Initiatives, the democratic and comparative legal institutions, is searching now for Americanist political scientists, putting a tremendous effort on building great strength in the political science department. There has been tremendous progress—lots of outside consultants brought in last year, and the committee is moving toward making several appointments. We believe again that one of the opportunities that the Agenda for Excellence provides for us is to really do some bold and unusual things; so in this case we would like to be recruiting a cohort of four or five senior faculty members all at once, to really make a statement about where Penn is and where Penn wants to go in political science. I understand from my colleagues in political science that people around the country are talking about Penn and what is going on there—and that was very much our intent.
Obviously and importantly, the Roy and Diana Vagelos Laboratories were dedicated Monday. We all know that research facilities involve more than just scientific research facilities, although BRB II and III are going up, and I’ve mentioned the work on Biology. But scholarship and research facilities are needed throughout the University and we are very mindful of those that have been signaled in the Strategic Plan as especially important for first attention: Planning and fundraising underway for the Humanities Center; Logan Hall renovations moving back the many critical SAS departments and the College to the center of the campus and providing the kinds of classrooms and facilities that enhance research and scholarship. Again, just some highlights of very substantial progress: The Vagelos Labs began 18 months ago and were dedicated Monday, and we are continuing to drive aggressively towards completing programs and projects on time and to deliver the best opportunities for scholarship and research that can be found anywhere in the country.

A second feature of the Strategic Plan was to create the infrastructure of support that would allow our faculty to increase research funding. It is one thing to say “Try to get more funding,” and it’s another thing to create the kind of environment and support that enables this to happen. The growth in research support from 1993 to 1997 is about 8%, that’s particularly remarkable. The faculty will understand the extraordinary nature of this, but to our students and staff: this was a time of diminishing NIH and NSF funding; certainly we all know the assault on the arts and the humanities, leading to a significant decrease in funding; and for the Penn faculty to be—with a diminishing pot—accelerating the level of research funding going to their research is really quite marvelous, and I think again is another marker of where the faculty is and how they are regarded and therefore how Penn is regarded.

For the University as a whole, there has been steady growth in research support from 1993 to 1997 at an annualized rate of 7.8 percent. Of particular note is GSE’s $8 million in new external research awards in FY97. Medicine’s grants, up 12% last year, now in fifth place nationally in federal research funding; and Nursing’s continuation in the national ranking of second place in federal research funding. Social Work’s external research funding rose by 6% last year, despite an increasingly competitive environment, and the Annenberg School won a $750,000 grant from Pew Charitable Trusts for the Candidate Free Time Project.

Globalization

Globalization is certainly very important to us both as a university and also in many schools and programs the highlight of the strategic planning process. We continue to recruit from a wonderful pool of undergraduate students across the world, and in 1997-98, including 1,000 international students, we have an increase of 5 percent over last year. Our graduate and professional pool has always been larger and deeper, and the number of outstanding international students in the graduate and professional groups continues to climb.

We are also beginning to see an increasingly globalized curriculum. Recall that we believe that the strategic plan moves us to another generational students in the graduate and professional groups continues to climb. With institutions around the world, more than merely having Penn Abroad programs in a variety of areas, we need here in Philadelphia to have a really global mindset as we move towards the 21st Century. That will mean more comparative courses, and a variety of other activities, including some accomplished this year: Wharton established a Chinese Business and Entrepreneurship Initiative; I have been active recently in one on India that is moving forward. GSE has been doing much in the Shanghai Education Project and received a substantial award for its support. The Korea Foundation gave over $2 million to enhance Korean Studies at Penn, supplemented by $2 million from Korean alumni. Certainly the recent visit of the Chinese president, while appropriately controversial and certainly serious with regard to any concern that we must have with China’s position on human rights issues, represents that we need as people and as institutions to continue to engage the Chinese—because their relations to us represent one of the mechanisms by which some of these issues may change.

We have a very broad base of international alumni—now 15,780—and one of the interesting challenges is reaching them. We have done a much better job over the last year or two in reaching them, hearing from them, listening to them.

Conclusion

I think we’ve made wonderful progress; these were just highlights and examples. Marvelous things are going on here, and working together we are solidifying Penn’s position as one of the world’s leading research universities. This is surely is a place of choice for the world’s best students and faculty and staff—people like so many of you in this room. We must keep it so and continue to make it even better. I value enormously the chance I’ve been given to work with the Penn community to shape this university. It’s a university that I care deeply about, as do all of you.

One of my particular rewards has been the opportunity to teach some of you in a couple of different settings—an experience, more than any other, that has shown me the extraordinary quality of Penn students today. I’d like to say a final word about this experience before I close. Earlier this term I taught a preceptorial on leadership. The preceptorial had 15 students, chosen by SCUE leaders for what they wrote in short essays setting forth their views on leadership. Among the students were aspiring artists and engineers, psychologists and historians, economists, even the editor of a certain campus newspaper. All of the essays were wonderful. But there is a phrase from one essay in particular that I’d like to share with you:

“I believe that leadership should never stop evolving within oneself… Think about what’s worth thinking about for all of us, because we sit here as campus leaders, elected to to represent broader constituencies; and to really think about the role of leadership. I think that Penn is about the business of educating the leaders of today and tomorrow, and that we take that very seriously. All of us take our leadership role very seriously, and that is one of the great activities of this council, to serve not only as a deliberative body but also to serve as the leaders of this campus and to help us move forward. Together we are leading this university to a new plane of excellence in a new century, and again I am delighted to report on how much has been accomplished.

I also want to report to you, those of you who don’t have contact with alumni. This was Homecoming Weekend, and there were thousands of alumni on campus. They are extraordinarily pleased with Penn and with what we’re doing, and I think that the best thing of them to us is that they see as possible to be accomplished. So their thanks to you, as well, as campus leaders for working together to move the Agenda for Excellence forward and help Penn to realize its full potential and all of our ambitions.

Bookstore Committee Report: Debate and Action on Posting Text Lists

Dr. Robert Regan: We were asked as chairs of committees to highlight three important things we did last year. Well, some of you who passed the windows of the Bookstore may have noticed that the lipsticks and the powder puffs are gone, and books are there; and you may have seen that the closest example. When Penn State turned to Barnes & Noble, they moved them for details and I got some details on that. There were seven bookstores in town. Today, an Barnes & Noble assured us that across the state, from the closest example. When Penn State turned to Barnes & Noble, they moved them for details and I got some details on that. There were seven bookstores in town. Today, wouldn’t be open and competitive market, and we think that that’s worth thinking about for all of us, because we sit here as campus leaders, elected to to represent broader constituencies; and to really think about the role of leadership. I think that Penn is about the business of educating the leaders of today and tomorrow, and that we take that very seriously. All of us take our leadership role very seriously, and that is one of the great activities of this council, to serve not only as a deliberative body but also to serve as the leaders of this campus and to help us move forward. Together we are leading this university to a new plane of excellence in a new century, and again I am delighted to report on how much has been accomplished.

I also want to report to you, those of you who don’t have contact with alumni. This was Homecoming Weekend, and there were thousands of alumni on campus. They are extraordinarily pleased with Penn and with what we’re doing, and I think that the best thing of them to us is that they see as possible to be accomplished. So their thanks to you, as well, as campus leaders for working together to move the Agenda for Excellence forward and help Penn to realize its full potential and all of our ambitions.
books are; they might arrange some very, very low-cost economical swaps with their fellow students before they go home for the summer break. I think all of us will be advantaged by this system because it will get full information—something that we don’t have yet—about all our courses on the web at a very early date. It’s going to make us all plan ahead a little more than we have in the past. And these are among the reasons that we think that this is going to be a good program for Penn students and incidentally, perhaps a good program for those who compete with the University Bookstore. Thank you.

Discussion of Bookstore Report

Dr. Larry Gross: I hadn’t planned to focus on the issue of the web page as much as I think I may have to now, having heard this oral report, because I thought the issue had been appropriately discussed in the pages of Almanac, and some of the very serious concerns that I and other members of the faculty had, had been aired. When I read the report I wanted to say things to encourage the faculty from the ’fifties: the phrase “favoring friends or ideological comrades,” injected a wholly inappropriate and in some ways offense note and ascribed motivation that I think has already been clarified by the inquisitions of the committee on academic freedom and academic dishonesty. And these are among the reasons that we think this is going to be a good program.

My motivation in thinking about these issues has to do with an ideology, and the ideology is the richness and diversity of the bookstore environment, the opportunity to encourage the success of a number of businesses and an organization with the depth of inventory, and it may be close but it is not comparable: Penn State had an unusually and rather wonderfully diverse range of very good bookstores including some excellent bookstores before Barnes & Noble had come in, which has been...one of the most limited and impoverished bookstore environments of any major university, and I...think the University needs to carefully and thoughtfully invest resources in order to not only help the existing bookstores but to create the kind of environment [found] on Telegraph Avenue or in Madison or in Cambridge, or the places we keep talking about...It doesn’t happen without encouragement. I don’t think the institution in the decades that I’ve been here has been at all responsible in this regard and I hope that will change. I have had conversations with Tom Luschenhop and with John Fry and will continue to urge this kind of encouragement on this issue.

The question of an equal playing field is, quite frankly, a joke—because there is no equality between the bookstores that have struggled to survive on campus for these decades under difficult circumstances and an organization with the deep pockets and space that the superstore will have, that can simply, outflank any bookstore that is trying to compete.

I’m also amused by the notion that it is in our institutional interest to encourage the two largest bookstores to purchase books by a wide student audience to be reading textbooks before they take a course. I happen to think that textbook-reading is part of the problem, not part of the solution, to education.

I would hope that students would be going into bookstores like House of Our Own and Penn Book Center and discovering books that are neither assigned nor textbooks. The problem with the focus on the textbooks, which are a financial issue here more than anything else, is that they divert attention from the issue of the depth of inventory and the possibility of discovering books that one wasn’t looking for and that weren’t assigned and picking them up and maybe even reading them. I have noticed a decline in the quality and the depth of the inventory in the University Bookstore since it was taken over by Barnes & Noble, and when I raised this with Paul Korsin last year (he was a member of the committee on academic freedom and academic dishonesty) that’s what happens when Barnes & Noble takes over, they sort of filter out the old inventory, and then refill it. Well, they filtered it out—they had a whole little sale operation going on but they haven’t refilled it. Now, I have no doubt that all of us will be advantaged by this program for Penn students and incidentally, persons that we think that this is going to be a good program for students before they go home for the summer and expanding the range of small, independent booksellers in our community. It is going to make a difference when Barnes & Noble opens, but it won’t increase by a mechanism that will weaken them in one of the very few areas that they depend upon to survive.

Let me just make one other quick point here. Businesses around universities are a special kind of business, compared to other retailers. They don’t have summer business, and they don’t have a Christmas season. So in terms of what retailers depend upon: retailers depend upon year-round sales with some fluctuations but they don’t generally have their clients disappear for four months; and they count on Christmas season as we know. But the students are gone for the summer, and businesses around the university, and therefore in my view it is incumbent on the university to help them survive, because we want them to be there. And they won’t be there if we don’t take seriously our responsibility to help them.

Dr. Thomas Sugrue: I’m going to speak as someone who is deeply committed to undergraduate and graduate teaching, which is really the heart of the life of the University, and focus on the element of the bookstore report that deals with the proposed impact of competition on the convenience of our undergraduates.

I’d like to do that by thinking about a scenario which is my class. I teach about 200 undergraduates in a class in what Penn has...one of the most limited and impoverished bookstore environments of any major university, and I think the University needs to carefully and thoughtfully invest resources in order to not only help the existing bookstores but to create the kind of environment which is found on Telegraph Avenue or in Madison or in Cambridge, or the places we keep talking about...It doesn’t happen without encouragement. I don’t think the institution in the decades that I’ve been here has been at all responsible in this regard and I hope that will change. I have had conversations with Tom Luschenhop and with John Fry and will continue to urge this kind of encouragement on this issue.

The question of an equal playing field is, quite frankly, a joke—because there is no equality between the bookstores that have struggled to survive on campus for these decades under difficult circumstances and an organization with the deep pockets and space that the superstore will have, that can simply, outflank any bookstore that is trying to compete.

I am also amused by the notion that it is in our institutional interest to encourage the two largest bookstores to purchase books by a wide student audience to be reading textbooks before they take a course. I happen to think that textbook-reading is part of the problem, not part of the solution, to education.

I would hope that students would be going into bookstores like House of Our Own and Penn Book Center and discovering books that are neither assigned nor textbooks. The problem with the focus on the textbooks, which are a financial issue here more than anything else, is that they divert attention from the issue of the depth of inventory and the possibility of discovering books that one wasn’t looking for and that weren’t assigned and picking them up and maybe even reading them. I have noticed a decline in the quality and the depth of the inventory in the University Bookstore since it was taken over by Barnes & Noble, and when I raised this with Paul Korsin last year (he was a member of the committee on academic freedom and academic dishonesty) that’s what happens when Barnes & Noble takes over, they sort of filter out the old inventory, and then refill it. Well, they filtered it out—they had a whole little sale operation going on but they haven’t refilled it. Now, I have no doubt that all of us will be advantaged by this program for Penn students and incidentally, persons that we think that this is going to be a good program for students before they go home for the summer and expanding the range of small, independent booksellers in our community. It is going to make a difference when Barnes & Noble opens, but it won’t increase by a mechanism that will weaken them in one of the very few areas that they depend upon to survive.

Let me just make one other quick point here. Businesses around universities are a special kind of business, compared to other retailers. They don’t have summer business, and they don’t have a Christmas season. So in terms of what retailers depend upon: retailers depend upon year-round sales with some fluctuations but they don’t generally have their clients disappear for four months; and they count on Christmas season as we know. But the students are gone for the summer, and businesses around the university, and therefore in my view it is incumbent on the university to help them survive, because we want them to be there. And they won’t be there if we don’t take seriously our responsibility to help them.

Dr. Thomas Sugrue: I’m going to speak as someone who is deeply committed to undergraduate and graduate teaching, which is really the heart of the life of the University, and focus on the element of the bookstore report that deals with the proposed impact of competition on the convenience of our undergraduates.

I’d like to do that by thinking about a scenario which is my class. I teach about 200 undergraduates in a class in what Penn has...one of the most limited and impoverished bookstore environments of any major university, and I think the University needs to carefully and thoughtfully invest resources in order to not only help the existing bookstores but to create the kind of environment which is found on Telegraph Avenue or in Madison or in Cambridge, or the places we keep talking about...It doesn’t happen without encouragement. I don’t think the institution in the decades that I’ve been here has been at all responsible in this regard and I hope that will change. I have had conversations with Tom Luschenhop and with John Fry and will continue to urge this kind of encouragement on this issue.

The question of an equal playing field is, quite frankly, a joke—because there is no equality between the bookstores that have struggled to survive on campus for these decades under difficult circumstances and an organization with the deep pockets and space that the superstore will have, that can simply, outflank any bookstore that is trying to compete.

I am also amused by the notion that it is in our institutional interest to encourage the two largest bookstores to purchase books by a wide student audience to be reading textbooks before they take a course. I happen to think that textbook-reading is part of the problem, not part of the solution, to education.

I would hope that students would be going into bookstores like House of Our Own and Penn Book Center and discovering books that are neither assigned nor textbooks. The problem with the focus on the textbooks, which are a financial issue here more than anything else, is that they divert attention from the issue of the depth of inventory and the possibility of discovering books that one wasn’t looking for and that weren’t assigned and picking them up and maybe even reading them. I have noticed a decline in the quality and the depth of the inventory in the University Bookstore since it was taken over by Barnes & Noble, and when I raised this with Paul Korsin last year (he was a member of the committee on academic freedom and academic dishonesty) that’s what happens when Barnes & Noble takes over, they sort of filter out the old inventory, and then refill it. Well, they filtered it out—they had a whole little sale operation going on but they haven’t refilled it. Now, I have no doubt that all of us will be advantaged by this program for Penn students and incidentally, persons that we think that this is going to be a good program for students before they go home for the summer and incidentally, per-some of the reasons that I and my colleagues have outlined in Almanac, I encourage a rejection of the bookstore committee’s report.

Dr. Lynn Lees: I would like to begin by calling everyone’s attention to a document that most of us received in the mail today, the Agenda for Excellence, by the Executive Vice President of the University, John Fry, in which he will move farther away from the campus, it will have higher rent; it will have to re-establish a business in an area where there is less foot traffic going by its front windows. If at the same time it is facing a curtailment of its revenues from some of the businesses around the campus, the intellectual, academic, schol-
They Like Us, They Really Like Us

By Libby Rosof

In a survey of 393 Penn undergraduates conducted in April, students reported high levels of satisfaction with Penn, but the most satisfied students were those with good social lives. And while students expressed dissatisfaction with safety, their concern about safety did not correlate with overall satisfaction.

The figures are based on telephone interviews conducted by students in Sociology 100, a class on social research methods, taught by Professor Paul Allison. The class selected a random sample of 550 students from the student records of all Penn undergraduates with telephone numbers in the Philadelphia area. Valid interviews were obtained from 71 percent of these students.

Using a scale of 1 to 10 (with 10 being the best), the students’ average rating of overall satisfaction with Penn was 7.1. And 84 percent said they would still come to Penn if they had a chance to decide again.

Students generally liked their life at Penn: 88 percent were satisfied with their classes, 75 percent were satisfied with their professors, 76 percent were satisfied with the social life, 88 percent were satisfied with extracurricular activities, and 84 percent were satisfied with their living situation. However, only 52 percent were satisfied with the level of public safety and only 46 percent were satisfied with academic advising.

Not surprisingly, some areas had a strong impact on the overall level of satisfaction, while others had little impact, according to the study. Statistical analysis showed that the factors with the strongest impact on overall satisfaction were social life and extracurricular activities, with somewhat weaker impacts from satisfaction with classes, the quality of advising and the students’ living situation.

When these factors were controlled, satisfaction with professors had no discernible impact on overall satisfaction. Satisfaction with public safety showed no significant relationship with overall satisfaction under any conditions or analysis.

Students with high GPAs reported higher overall satisfaction than others, and students who worked many hours for pay showed some evidence of lower satisfaction.

But there was no relationship between overall satisfaction and school, class level, gender, Greek membership or living situation.

The study further examined factors related to social satisfaction because satisfaction with social life appeared to be the strongest determinant of overall satisfaction. Members of fraternities or sororities were significantly more satisfied with social life, as were those who reported that they had a girlfriend or boyfriend on campus, Allison reported.

How satisfied are you with the quality of your classes at Penn?

20% Very satisfied

60% Somewhat satisfied

10% Somewhat dissatisfied

1% Very dissatisfied

Since you came to Penn, has your level of satisfaction increased, decreased or remained the same?

38% Increased

36% Remained the same.

26% Decreased.
Students Link Professors to HTML

By Gabriel Aherne

Are you a member of Penn’s faculty or staff who sees the need for a class or departmental World Wide Web homepage, but can’t tell a METAtag from a Java applet? Are you afraid that an old dog — or even a not-yet-old dog — cannot be taught new tricks? There may be an answer for you. It’s a student organization called Web Support Services (WSS).

WSS was first conceived of last year by SEAS then-junior Chris Hyzer. As a member of Penn’s electronic advising committee, Hyzer identified a need for more Web pages for classes. Given that professors frequently lacked the time, inclination or training to create pages independently, an imperative was necessary.

“It became clear to me that the largest resource at Penn is students,” writes Hyzer. “The logical conclusion: create an organization through which students could teach professors HTML (Hypertext Markup Language, the stuff of which Web pages are made.)”

Hyzer discussed the idea with the other members of the Dining Philosophers (http://www.seas.upenn.edu/~dpexec/), a student organization that promotes the use and understanding of computers among the Penn population. He received an enthusiastic response, especially from Engineering sophomore Scott Raven, who joined Hyzer in running the project.

Hyzer then got help from the provost’s 21st Century Project, which is dedicated, among other goals, to breaking down barriers in undergraduate education. One of these barriers is the assumption that learning flows one way, from the professor to the student.

At WSS learning flows the other way. By providing an example of how undergraduate students can aid and teach any member of the Penn community — professors, administrators, and students alike — WSS helps to create a university atmosphere in which it’s clear that learning can flow in any direction.

Administrators throughout the University, from Information Systems and Computing to the School of Arts and Sciences, offered Hyzer advice on how to implement the project.

Hyzer also searched through Penn student Web pages one by one for potential Web tutors. “I did a lot of recruiting by looking at students’ homepages and seeing which ones showed HTML proficiency and e-mailed them, inviting them to participate,” he says.

In its short history, WSS has made significant progress in its mission. WSS has written or aided in the creation of homepages for more than 40 Penn faculty and administrators.

Examples are the homepages of Religious Studies Professor Jeffrey Tigay (http://www.sas.upenn.edu/~jtigay/) and Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics Gondi Kondaiah Ananthasuresh (http://www.seas.upenn.edu/~gksuresh/). These pages include not only biographical and career information, but also links to particular classes and other information useful to students.

WSS, however, has done more than helping to create Web pages. Thus far it has worked with two College of Arts & Sciences classes, and they weren’t classes about computing, either. In English 283 and Latin 228, WSS members taught students how to write and turn in assignments in

How to reach Web Support Services

If you are a professor or administrator and would like advice or assistance in setting up a homepage, you can e-mail Web Support Services at webinfo@dolphin.upenn.edu. The Web page is at http://dolphin.upenn.edu/~webinfo, or you can fill out a request form directly at http://www.stwing.upenn.edu/~marcus/webinfo/prof. Additionally, the Web Support Services Usenet newsgroup, upenn.web-tutor, is accessible throughout the Penn domain.

— Gabriel Aherne

Web Support Services is a beautiful example of the learning community at work, where students and faculty learn from each other. It happens all the time in the classroom; WSS just makes it more formal.

— James O’Donnell

(Continued on page 11)
Politicians to Voters: Stifle

A group of ordinary New Jerseyites deliberated for six months to determine which issues were most important to them in this election as part of the Philadelphia Inquirer’s Citizen Voices Project. Their lead moderator was Penn’s Harris Sokoloff, director of the School Study Council at the Graduate School of Education. Following the debate of the New Jersey candidates for governor, Sokoloff had some thoughts about what ails the election process and wrote this piece which ran in the Sunday, Nov. 2, New Jersey edition of the Inquirer.

Reactions to Citizen Voices project:
Where does the blame really lie?

Yes, it is so easy to blame others. The common wisdom is that the American voter is uninterested, uninformed and apathetic. And those who believe the common wisdom can provide chapter and verse to back it up. They point to minimal voter turnout on Election Day. Voting, they claim, is the single most important act of citizenship, and yet so few turn out.

Political leaders and analysts argue in voices that sound like those of biblical prophets. The voters are sinners, whose disengagement and apathy will be democracy’s downfall.

But there is another, also prophet-like, voice that tells our leaders to look internally for the behavior of the masses. For this voice, the low participation at political rallies and the declining voter turnout is not the result of citizen apathy. No. It is a response to political leaders who distance themselves from citizens; who belittle the voters’ knowledge as shallow and interests as narrow; and who want to remove or minimize the risk, challenge and a sense of exploration of the unknown or unpredictable. So the candidates hire consultants to make sure the crowds at political events are full of friendly faces and voices and to make sure that debates with opponents are as safe as possible, with predictable questions and little opportunity for surprising interactions.

However, democracy is, at its core, an adventure. An activity that has no risk or challenge, and in which there is no unknown or unpredictable to explore is a spectator activity. And the Citizen Voices project has taught us time and again that voters do not want to be couch potatoes. They are willing to give the time to participate in the adventure of democracy.

The Citizen Voices project drew on more than 170 volunteers from across southern New Jersey. They faced the challenge of grappling with tough issues. And they explored the unknown and the unpredictable, deliberating with and arguing with each other — some of whom they often disagreed with vociferously. They worked hard to identify common ground and to explore their disagreements to better understand them. Unfortunately, the candidates did not reply in kind. They worked hard to make the citizens spectators to the adventure of democracy by limiting citizen involvement in the debates. Citizens were not permitted to ask follow-up questions, ostensibly because this might lead one candidate to get more attention than another. The result was that the candidates were able to respond in generalities.

Citizens — the voters — were not permitted to use their voice to demand answers to their questions. And the citizens were not able to use their voices to see whether or how the candidates would address their legitimate concerns.

One message the candidates delivered to the citizens was: “We like you apathetic, or at least voiceless.”

But, after this experience, this group of citizens is unlikely to settle for that role. Can you blame them?

Reprinted with permission from the Philadelphia Inquirer.

(Continued from page 10)

HTML: This format permits work to be posted easily on the Web for the benefit of other students.

The professor of Latin 228, James O’Donnell, who is not quite coincidentally vice provost for information systems and computing, says: “Web Support Services is a beautiful example of the learning community at work, where students and faculty learn from each other. It happens all the time in the classroom; WSS just makes it more formal. They’ve also been very helpful to me in my classes, getting my students up and running and making their own Web pages with efficient and well-run sessions in the Hill computer lab.”

WSS has also found employment for students skilled in computer use; examples of jobs assigned through the project are 10 students hired for the redoing of the University of Pennsylvania homepage (http://www.upenn.edu/) and the summer employment of a student by the International Clinical Epidemiology Network (http://www.icen.org/).
The following quotes from Penn professors and others appeared in publications across the country and around the world.

“I don’t see a problem, especially given that these bodies were buried only about 80 years ago.”
— Michael Zimmerman, adjunct professor of anthropology, on whether full autopsies were possible on victims of the Spanish flu pandemic of 1918 buried in Norway, in an article about an attempt to recover the live virus or its genetic footprint (The New Yorker, Monday, Sept. 29).

“Will the HMOs allow them the time they need to do a different kind of care?”
— Claire Fagin, former dean of nursing and former acting president of the University, in a story about the growing trend of nurses doing more work without doctors (New York Times, Tuesday, Sept. 30).

“But if I were a superintendent in a public school considering the effects of the program, I would certainly be confident enough to try this approach.”
— Frank Furstenberg, professor of sociology, on programs that offer condoms to high school students and research that shows the practice does not increase sexual activity but does increase safe sex among sexually active students (New York Times and Rocky Mountain News, Tuesday, Sept. 30).

“It’s the next best thing to having a cop go around with the staff.”
— Maryanne McCuekin, senior researcher and infection control specialist, on the need for patients to ask doctors and other health care workers to wash their hands (Washington Post, Tuesday, Sept. 30).

“Think about where you want to live and the network. When you buy a University of Illinois as opposed to a Penn degree, what are you buying?”
— Ted Hershberg, director of the Center for Greater Philadelphia, in an article (by Alumnus Dan Rottenberg ’64) on the value of one college degree over another in opening doors for career and friendships (Philadelphia Magazine, October).

“It’s one reason students go to an elite college or university — to become part of an illustrious body of people.”
— Patricia Rose, director of career planning and placement, in an article (by alumnus Dan Rottenberg ’64) on the value of one college degree over another in opening doors for career and friendships (Philadelphia Magazine, October).

“Every time you fix five bugs, you create two more.”
— David Farber, professor of telecommunications, in an article on why software companies release test software to broad audiences (Philadelphia Inquirer, Thursday, Oct. 2).

“The dream of limitless progress through government-sponsored R&D began to fade even before astronauts first stepped on the moon.”
— Walter A. McDougall, professor of history, in a column he wrote entitled “The Death of Technocracy” (Wall Street Journal, Friday, Oct. 3).

“Once you cross that semi-invisible line [and are assigned as a regular news beat], you become defined as a standard part of the news routine, and you don’t have to justify coverage anymore.”
— Larry Gross, professor of communications, on increased media visibility for gays (Philadelphia Gay News, Oct. 3-9).

“It was heresy to anyone who believed that DNA is the only material that would cause replication.”
— Britton Chance, professor emeritus of biochemistry and biophysics, on the theory of his former student, Stanley Prusiner, who recently won the Nobel Prize for medicine (The Associated Press, Oct. 6).

“It mostly plays itself out on a daily or even intraday basis. It’s very hard to interpret.”
— Jeremy Siegel, professor of finance, quoted in a column suggesting recent stock market volatility is not significant (Business Week, Monday, Oct. 6).

“It involves any mammalian gene including any human gene. It involves the administration of that gene to any mammalian host, including a human. It involves any tissue or cell in that human.”
— Dr. William Kelley, dean of the School of Medicine, on the patent awarded for in-vivo gene therapy to the University of Michigan for work done there by Kelley and two others (New York Times, Monday, Oct. 6).

“It’s a no-brainer. [Anyplace other than Shibe Park would be] historically dubious.”
— Bruce Kuclick, professor of history, weighing in on whether a historical marker for Shibe Park, later renamed Connie Mack Stadium, belongs at the site of the old ball park in North Philadelphia, or near the statue of Connie Mack at Veterans Stadium in South Philadelphia (Philadelphia Inquirer, Monday, Oct. 6).

“A system that depends on health workers, patients or hospitals to notice and report adverse reactions to drugs is inadequate and out of date.”
— Dr. Brian Strom, epidemiologist, in a story about the FDA’s systems for monitoring adverse reactions to approved drugs, which have fallen very short of their purpose in recent years (Health Line, Oct. 7).

assembled by Sunil Kumar
with any kind of freedom. They are not the same. The so-called free market has been structured historically by unequal competition based on unequal capitalization. Indeed, the free market to the extent that it moves toward corporatization, homogenization, threatens the diversity that makes intellectual freedom possible. Even based on an irreducible heterogeneity of institutions, which we’re in danger of losing here....

The University should be about supporting this heterogeneity of diversity. Supporting the diversity of local bookstores is crucial to intellectual freedom. Having diversity on display, not on order through a single bookstore; having diversity accessible on the floor where students can get to it and where faculty can browse and learn. Bookstores are not simply commercial emporia, they are meetingplaces for the exchange of ideas, a crucial part of the public sphere—something that we know about from the 18th century on, at least from the 18th century on, and that is crucial to what we mean by democracy. You can’t have a healthy public sphere without a diversity of institutional structures such as bookstores.

Lastly, commanding faculty—another pithy notion anyway. I am not sure in what is supposed to be a democratic institution—commanding faculty to publish course lists, in a way that further advantages already exceptionally advantaged bookstores, works against this diversity by skewing competitive advantages even further—not to mention that it is also a form of institutional totalitarianism, making it difficult to make such commands. So I urge the Council to vote against this resolution for faculty to make course lists available on the web.

David Golpper: I want to touch on something that has been missed here, and that is an undergraduates’ perspective. At least it is supposed to be a democratic institution—commanding faculty to publish course lists, in a way that further advantages already exceptionally advantaged bookstores, works against this diversity by skewing competitive advantages even further—not to mention that it is also a form of institutional totalitarianism, making it difficult to make such commands. So I urge the Council to vote against this resolution for faculty to make course lists available on the web.

I believe that the Barnes & Noble stores that I’ve seen in New York and Philadelphia and other parts of the country, have a good selection of books. I live in New York City and in New York City near Lincoln Square there’s a giant Barnes & Noble, six stories high or something like that, which has an enormous selection to choose from. From my understanding the Barnes & Noble that is coming here is going to be a similar structure, which will have books of all different sorts, that’ll allow me to read on my own whatever I want to read, and also purchase the textbooks I need for my classes. So from a student’s perspective, I don’t care what the revenues are, of any of the little bookstores within West Philadelphia. I don’t care how much the school gets in kickbacks or whatever from whatever bookstore that we might buy these books from. I just want to be able to get my books. If Barnes & Noble can get me that, if this proposal can do that for me, I am firmly in support of it.

Dr. Robin Leidner: I think which books one gets matters, and will boldly say that I order my books from Barnes & Noble. I think that the large chain bookstores carry a full selection of the latest scholarship in all of the areas that many of us work in. I assume other faculty may be aware of this from publishers’ announcements, think they look interesting, maybe see a book review. I can order the book sight unseen I don’t care to do that in the case of books I’m going to have to class. I can check in the library, they’re on order, they’re in process, they’re not going to be available right away; I go to House of Our Own and in some of the areas I work in and teach in, they automatically get in stock the latest works of scholarship. I can browse there, I can look at the books, I can pick them up for myself and I think this benefits me as a scholar and certainly benefits students for the courses that I teach. So I will just add that I found the report of the Bookstore Committee singularly unpersuasive.

Matthew Ruben: I would like to commend Mr. Bean on his report [page 5]. When we had last week’s special meeting, the kind of perspective he brought about how the employees feel about this determination, actually kind of opening up that we need, and the more people like Mr. Bean feel entitled to say the kinds of things he said today the better for all of us. We should keep in mind that these people do have to work at this Bookstore and in many ways they do have to do these things regardless of what happens with this debate.

One of the reasons I was glad about last week was that it showed people who are not staff would go to the wall for something we believed in that consequence. I have to say, I believe in a student who I’m happy to be that this proposal can do this for me. So I will just add that I found the report of the Bookstore Committee singularly unpersuasive.

Dr. David Ludden: [When] I was chair of the Southeast Asia Studies I had an exchange with Rosemary Stevens about whether or not the University is a business; the exchange was along the lines of “At what point does the University not become a business, and become an institution that’s different from business but?”

I think this is one of those situations. The University, as I see it, controls an awful lot of the real estate around here, including all of the real estate that would be relevant to the nurturing of the kind of environments that we’re talking about The University needs to figure out on what grounds is it going to make decisions about the quality of life, not only for the students—but I think the students should definitely come first—but in a sense the students are part of a wider community where a lot of other issues to be taken into consideration.

The only thing I’d like to add is we perhaps underestimate the value of specialized book collections. In the library the University pays good money to very, very highly skilled people to develop specialized collections. Without a knowledgeable publisher, no commercial interest, would ever be able to generate. This is a countercommercial operational library. Medieval History would be under the water right now if it were dependent upon commerical operations. Both the University and the House of Our Own are run by very dedicated, extremely talented, and very skilled specialized book collection people who produce a product that will not be replicated at Barnes & Noble.

[Alex Welte moves to reject the recommendation of the Bookstore Committee Report; the motion passes [please see page 5].

[The Moderator acknowledges Dr. Anthony Tomazin’s Facilities Committee Report with the hope that it will be heard at the next meeting.]
Where to Find the Job Opportunities—Here and Elsewhere

LISTED below are the new job opportunities at the University of Pennsylvania. Where the qualifications are described in terms of formal education or training, prior experience in the same field may be substituted.

There are approximately 280 additional open positions for examination at the Job Application Center, Funderburk Information Center, 3401 Walnut St. (215-898-7285). Hours of operation are Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. New openings are also posted daily at the following locations: Blockley Hall, the Wharton School and the Dental School.

A full listing of job opportunities is at the Human Resource Services website: www.upenn.edu/hr. Current employees needing access to the web, may go to the Computer Resource Center at 3732 Locust Walk with your PENNCARD to obtain a list of computer labs on campus available for your use.

In addition, almost every public library in the Delaware Valley now provides web access. In the near future, as our office remodels the Job Application Center, we hope to have computers available for current employees and others to peruse the current job openings. Openings are also mailed to approximately 50 community sites weekly.

— Employment, H.R.

Please note: Faculty positions and positions at the Hospital and Health Systems are not included in these listings. For Hospital and Health System openings, contact 662-2990.
train support for use of Web authoring tools; advise on purchase decisions & contribute to departmental computing strategy. QUALIFICATIONS: HS diploma with 3 years related experience or AS degree with 1 to 2 years related experience; prior experience with customer service or training highly desired; familiarity with Macintosh OS essential; experience with Windows 95 & Windows NT strongly preferred; end date: 12-31-98. GRADE: G11; RANGE: $23,425-29,723; 11-13-97 Genetics

PROGRAMMER ANALYST III/IV (111796AM) PA III/IV: Analyze & design technical implementation of specified data management, analysis & visualization systems for bioinformatics & computational biology; develop programming specification & effort estimates; prepare technical documentation & user guides; maintain up-to-date knowledge of current technology & literature on bioinformatics & computational biology as it relates to genomic, gene expression & molecular cellular biology; participate in evaluation of technical competence of prospective employees; participate in writing grants, scientific papers & technical documentation; PA IV: 4 to 5 years plan development & training of staff. QUALIFICATIONS: MA/MS in Computer Science, Mathematics or related field or equivalent; PA III: 3 to 4 years programming experience; PA IV: 5 to 6 years programming experience; detailed knowledge of UNIX, Sybase, Prolog, Java, Perl, C, C++ desirable; must be available for limited travel. GRADE: P7; RANGE: $36,050-46,814/$39,655-52,015; 11-11-97 Center for Bioinformatics

RESEARCH LAB TECH III (111803LW) Prepare sterile supplies; carry out various experiments, handling radioactive chemicals & using various lab equipment such as high-speed centrifuge & spectrophotometer; perform performance & scintillation counting; order lab supplies. QUALIFICATIONS: BA/BS in Biology, Biochemistry or Chemistry required; prior laboratory experience is required. GRADE: G10; RANGE: $19,261-23,999; 11-12-97 Cardiology Section

RESEARCH SPECIALIST JR (111808LW) Perform general duties in cell culture unit, including isolation & maintenance of primary & established cell lines; prepare media & solutions; prepare/maintain frozen stocks; perform routine & complex lab procedures following established protocols; perform operation & maintenance of lab equipment; perform library bibliographic searches; keep logs; manage inventory & cell culture supplies. QUALIFICATIONS: BA/BS in scientific field; experience in tissue culture; strong organizational skills. GRADE: P1; RANGE: $20,291-26,368; 11-13-97 Institute for Medicine & Engineering

RESEARCH SPECIALIST I (40 HRS) (101744LW) Perform routine & complex laboratory experiments in investigation of genetics of behavior; follow recombinant DNA protocols, PCR, RT/PCR; perform Northern analysis, in situ hybridization, Western analysis, histology, immuno-histochemistry & cell culture; test new procedures; perform isotope safety monitoring; assist in protocol design & suggest design changes; maintain laboratory equipment; maintain logs; write lab reports; perform data analysis; perform literature searches & assist in preparation of scholarly papers as co-author; train lower level techs. QUALIFICATIONS: BA/BS in scientific or related field; 1 to 3 years experience or experience in similar project; must be familiar with molecular biology techniques, including recombinant DNA protocols, PCR, RT/PCR, Northern analysis, in situhybridization, Western analysis, histology, immuno-histochemistry & cell culture. GRADE: P2; RANGE: $22,351-29,098; 11-11-97 Psychiatry

RESEARCH SPECIALIST I (111813LW) Maintain lab equipment & supplies; assist in planning protocols; perform experiments designed to understand pathological nervous system; keep laboratory notebooks & write reports; input computer data & perform library bibliographic searches; assist in writing methods section for publications; demonstrate techniques to students; attend & describe results at group meetings; assign tasks as necessary. QUALIFICATIONS: BA/BS; 1 to 3 years laboratory experience including molecular techniques; virology experience preferred; position contingent upon grant funding. GRADE: P2; RANGE: $22,351-29,098; 11-13-97 Neurology

RESEARCH SPECIALIST II (40 HRS) (101725LW) Perform molecular biology techniques, data acquisition & analysis, cell culture work & electronic cell counting; assist with preparation, design & implementation of experimental protocols; demonstrate for & train lower-level employees; use spectrophotometer; perform fluorescence probe measurement of intractable ion homeostasis; assist with presentation & publications. QUALIFICATIONS: BS Required; 1 to 3 years experience in basic molecular biology techniques & vascular pharmacology. GRADE: P2; RANGE: $22,351-29,098; 11-14-97 Pulmonary Vascular

STAFF ASSISTANT III (101654AM) Manage office of Senior Vice Dean including scheduling, coordinating issues & actions; serve as primary liaison to external, University & Health System offices; review & maintain confidential correspondence & documents; monitor office expenses; supervise office equipment operation; collect & compile data; solve problems; process & route documents. QUALIFICATIONS: BA/BS or equivalent; 3-5 years relevant experience required; previous experience editing documents highly desired; excellent organizational skills and demonstrated communications skills; ability to deal effectively with diverse constituents & to work independently under constantly changing deadlines & priorities; knowledge of Microsoft Word, WordPerfect, spreadsheet, presentation & canceling software preferred; strong typing skills necessary; familiarity with health system environment highly desired. GRADE: P3; RANGE: $24,617-31,982; 11-14-97 Office of the Senior Vice Dean

NURSING

Contact: Sue Hess

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT III (40 HRS) (111791SH) Provide overall administrative clerical support for Executive Director & senior staff; maintain calendar; screen calls; provide follow-up & respond to inquiries; arrange travel & prepare expense reports; compose, type & proofread correspondence, menus, forms & reports; coordinate meetings & prepare agendas; coordinate & monitor status of special projects ensuring timely completion; design & implement system for identifying & monitoring status of employee & student files in relation to current policy for licensure, certification, CPR status, health requirements & in-service; maintain related database & facilitate employee & student compliance with these policies; provide back-up support as part of LIFE team. QUALIFICATIONS: HS diploma, business curriculum, required, BA/BS preferred; post-HS training or equivalent; position contingent upon viability of practice. GRADE: G11; RANGE: $23,425-29,723; 11-11-97 Nursing

PRESIDENT

Contact: Sue Hess

COORDINATOR II/III (40 HRS) (111792SH) Responsible for accuracy & integrity of WXPN’s membership database; maintain, manage & resolve any problems with Memsys software, network system & printers in Development Office; supervise & train Administrative Assistant & work-study staff; design & implement quality customer service procedures; design & implement accurate & timely billing system, gift fulfillment procedures & direct mail campaigns; generate reports to monitor progress of fund raising activities. QUALIFICATIONS: BA/BS or equivalent required; Coordinator II: 1 to 3 years of experience including supervisory experience; Coordinator III: 2 to 3 years experience, including 1 year supervisory experience; must be able to accurately handle large volume of work using complex computer system; strong organizational skills & attention to detail required; must be proficient in Microsoft Windows, word processing & Excel or equivalent; understanding of & interest in non-commercial radio is helpful. GRADE: P2; P3; RANGE: $22,351-29,098/$24,617-31,982; 11-13-97 WXPN

CUSTOMER SERVICES ASSISTANT (40HRS) (111767SH) Act as primary front desk receptionist for WXPN; answer phones & route calls; greet visitors; provide administrative support including copying, faxing, E-mailing, collating & filing; perform word processing; assist with mailings, correspondence & completion of staff expense reports; sort mail; ship packages. QUALIFICATIONS: 1 year experience as receptionist or administrative support person in customer service environment required; pleasant phone manner & ability to function in busy office required; familiarity with computer software required, Microsoft Windows & Microsoft Office preferred. GRADE: G8; RANGE: $18,481-23,723; 11-10-97 WXPN

MARKETING COORDINATOR I (40 HRS) (111793SH) Organize & coordinate WXPN’s promotional activities; act as public relations liaison between WXPN & Philadelphia concert venues, promoters, business supporters, indus-

Human Resources

Q & A

• Do you have a question about employment at Penn? You can e-mail your question to askhr@pobox.upenn.edu. We hope to answer the most frequently asked questions in this space soon in order to keep you up-to-date about Employment at Penn!

• Interested in temporary employment? Or, temporary employment while you look for a full-time position at Penn?

Contact Today’s Penn Temples, the sole-source provider of temporary services at Penn. Contact Today’s Penn Temples at 573-9600, or stop by their office in the Funderburg Information Center.
try trade magazines, local media & other non-profit organizations; help create, maintain & update WXPN Website; work with membership & event coordinators to plan & coordinate promotions that will benefit members of WXPN.

QUALIFICATIONS: BA/BS; 1 year of marketing promotions experience required; additional experience with product marketing preferred; ability to represent station at promotional events scheduled on weekends & evenings is required; good interpersonal skills & excellent communication skills required; excellent writing skills are required; must be available for evenings & weekends. GRADE: P2; RANGE: $22,351-29,098; 11-11-97 WXPN

OFFICE ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT II (40 HRS) (111765SH) Provide Assistant General Manager for Business Affairs with administrative support in day-to-day operations of Business Office; process member contributions & input into database; process vendor invoices; maintain internal record of revenue; prepare monthly reports & perform light clerical duties.

QUALIFICATIONS: HS diploma, 2 years administrative clerical experience, including experience in clerical accounting & working knowledge of office procedures; prior database experience preferred; working knowledge of Microsoft Excel & Word a must; strong verbal & written communication skills; strong organizational & time-management skills required. GRADE: G10; RANGE: $22,013-27,427; 11-10-97 WXPN

PROFESSIONAL COORDINATOR I, PART-TIME (20 HRS) (111766SH) Recruit & supervise volunteers for WXPN fund drives, special events & assist on-air hosts; recruit & serve as initial contact for work-studies & interns. QUALIFICATIONS: AA/AS required; 2 to 3 years related experience required, 1 year of supervisory experience preferred; knowledge of Microsoft Windows & word processing required; strong organizational, verbal & written communication skills required; must have ability to work well with diverse group of people. GRADE: P1; RANGE: $15,595-15,067; 11-10-97 WXPN

STAFF ASSISTANT III (111768SH) Under limited supervision, provide high level administrative & project management support to General Manager; organize offices & supervise administrative staff; represent General Manager; exercise discretion in confidential matters; act as liaison between General Manager, staff & policy board; conduct research; obtain information; write reports; design administrative & office systems; establish & enforce customer service standards. QUALIFICATIONS: BA/BS or equivalent; 2 to 3 years progressively responsible experience as Office Manager or Administrative Assistant; experience as supervisor in customer service environment required; experience with Microsoft Windows & Microsoft Office or equivalent required; ability to work productively with minimal supervision; ability to function in creative environment required. GRADE: P3; RANGE: $24,614-31,982; 11-10-97 WXPN

PROVOST
Contact: Ronald Story

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT II, PART-TIME (111797RS) Provide secretarial & administrative support to Director; use variety of software necessary for efficient management of office & gallery; draft routine correspondence; maintain Web site; answer phones & respond to inquiries; schedule meetings; organize & maintain filing system & databases; maintain office supplies & equipment; type & proofread correspondence & other materials. QUALIFICATIONS: HS diploma or equivalent; 2 to 4 years clerical experience; proficiency with Macintosh computer systems & software (Microsoft Word, Excel, FileMaker Pro); must know HTML. GRADE: G11 (25 HRS); RANGE: $11,26-14,29; 11-12-97 Arthur Ross Gallery

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
Contact: Ronald Story

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT I (091542RS) Provide secretarial & administrative support; type, proofread & copy correspondence, reports & classroom materials; schedule meetings & provide meeting support; maintain database for alumni events; prepare grant proposals; provide back-up to Dean’s Office & Office Manager; maintain filing systems for course syllabi. QUALIFICATIONS: HS diploma or equivalent; minimum 2 years related work experience; experience with grant preparation & word-processing software (MS Word); some knowledge of databases; excellent communication skills & phone manner; ability to work in team atmosphere. GRADE: G9; RANGE: $17,614-21,991; 9-26-97 Social Work

VICE PROVOST / UNIVERSITY LIFE
Contact: Ronald Story

ASSISTANT REGISTRAR (111790RS) Responsible for direction & management of all aspects of Scheduling & Computer Operations related functions for Office of the University Registrar; oversee operation of areas & provide leadership in administration of services to students, faculty, administrators & external community; prepare student & course summary statistical reports for office, University Community & for internal/external agencies; interpret University policies & establish goals & objectives of area; work with schools, divisions & administrative departments to attain stated goals & objectives. QUALIFICATIONS: BA/BS required, some graduate work preferred; minimum 4 years progressively responsible experience in University administration; direct experience in Registrar’s setting is beneficial; strong background in data processing techniques including knowledge of mainframe computer systems on-line techniques & file structure concepts are needed; must have ability to program in fourth-generation programming packages, such as Business Objects, SAS & NATURAL, as well as ability to use MVS, JCL & TSO; experience in use of planning & scheduling techniques is important; as well as experience with staff administration, recruiting, hiring & supervision; ability to communicate effectively at all levels of academic institution & to organize resources to meet specific objectives is necessary; must be self-motivated, well organized & must possess excellent communication skills. GRADE: P6; RANGE: $32,857-42,591; 11-10-97 Registrar

WHARTON SCHOOL
Contact: Anna Marcotte

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT II (111804AM) Provide general administrative & clerical support, following standard procedures while using judgment & initiative; implement database; create, organize & maintain records/files; compose correspondence, forms & reports; maintain on-line student information; respond to inquiries that require understanding of academic policies & regulations; answer phones; handle inquiries & mail. QUALIFICATIONS: HS diploma, 2 to 4 years of experience as AA or equivalent; experience in university setting highly desired; type 65 wpm; strong verbal & written communication skills; strong computer skills, including working knowledge of PC Windows platforms utilizing Microsoft Office environment (including Word, Excel & access), LAN, & mainframe workstation concepts. GRADE: G10; RANGE: $19,261-23,999; 11-13-97 Undergraduate Division

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR III, PART-TIME (21 HRS) (111805AM) Oversee contributions program; prepare publications, annual report & materials for board of trustees meetings; manage budgets & track income/expenditures. QUALIFICATIONS: BA/BS required; knowledge of Word, WordPerfect & Excel; familiarity with University systems highly desired; ability to work independently. GRADE: P4; RANGE: $16,191-21,074; 11-14-97 S.S. Huebner Insurance & Risk Management

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR II (111806AM) Develop & maintain tracking system for prospect management of leadership projects; plan strategy for campaign prospects; direct External Affairs staff to follow through with appropriate action/update staff on prospect information; manage Prospect Manager meetings; ensure accuracy & timeliness of campaign communication materials; meet with prospects & donors to cultivate & solicit information; produce necessary reports. QUALIFICATIONS: BA/BS required; knowledge of current fund raising & operations priorities throughout Wharton & External Affairs; minimum 3 years progressively responsible development experience; proven knowledge of & ability with computerized programs(s) for developing & maintaining prospect tracking system; ability to strategize for future fund raising, based on knowledge of prior cultivation with prospects; ability to communicate effectively; application deadline 11-20-97. GRADE: P7; RANGE: $36,050-46,814; 11-13-97 External Affairs

Classifieds

FOR RENT
Beautiful, one bedroom, modern apt., 10 min. walk to Penn. Must see. $325+per month. South Phila. 735-4647 (evenings).

VACATION
Pocono Chalet, 3BDR/1B, Near Jack Frost/BB. Firewood incl. $375/weekend, (215) 898-9928.

Note: To place classifieds call: (215) 898-8274.
The Physics & Astronomy Department was erroneously omitted from the 1997-98 Telephone Directory's white pages (although the department is included on page 64 of the yellow pages).

An insert to the directory will be distributed to each person who received a Perfect Bound directory. When you receive the insert, please insert it between pages 2 & 3 of the white section of the telephone directory.

This insert has already been incorporated into the Spiral Bound Directories which will be delivered the week of December 1.

For the online version of the white pages, already complete: www.upenn.edu/computing/directory.

Thank you for your cooperation. Our sincerest apologies go out to the Physics & Astronomy Department.

— Corinne Bui,
Business Services

Ed. Note:
The Business Services mailing noted above is a four-page presentation containing all of the usual “white pages” information (titles, addresses, and email addresses; home and spouse information if provided).

At right is a brief guide to the missing 128 faculty and staff, which can be taped or stapled in the “notes” space provided in the back of the directory.
Dear Faculty, Staff and Students,

Thanksgiving Break 1997 (11/27/97 to 11/30/97) is just around the corner. Traditionally, this is a time of lower occupancy and greater opportunity for crime. Therefore, in order to reduce the opportunity for crime (burglaries, criminal mischief, etc.), the Division of Public Safety is offering to conduct Special Checks of Residential Properties during the following time period:

5 p.m. on Wednesday, November 26, 1997 to 7 p.m. on Monday, December 1, 1997

Faculty, staff and students who live in the following geographical boundaries—the Schuylkill River to 43rd Street and Baltimore Avenue to Market Street—may list their residence with the Penn Police Department for Special Checks during the period it will be vacant.

Penn Police officers will periodically check the exterior of the property for signs of criminal activity or security breaches. If any problems are discovered, the officers will take appropriate action ranging from arresting the perpetrator to conducting an interior check of the property with subsequent notifications to the listed occupant.

If you would like to list your residence for Special Checks during Thanksgiving Break 1997, please pick up an application at the Penn Police Headquarters, 3914 Locust Walk or the Special Services Unit, 206 S. 40th Street. You need to complete and return the application to the appropriate Penn Police officer at your location prior to vacating the premises. Below you will find safety tips and security tips to help keep your time away from Penn a safe and happy one.

Wishing you good food and quiet moments with family and friends.

— Susan A. Hawkins, Director, Special Services

### Safety and Security Tips for Thanksgiving Break 1997

Thanksgiving Break 1997 is almost here! Along with eating lots of turkey, cranberry sauce and sweet potato pie, let’s also think about safety! To keep this time away from Penn restful and fun, here are some safety tips to keep in mind:

#### If you are leaving Penn for Thanksgiving Break:
- Secure or remove all valuables (i.e., jewelry, computers, stereos, televisions, etc.). All valuables should already be engraved with your Social Security or other identifying number. Engravers are available at the Special Services Unit office (206 S. 40th Street, 898-4481).
- Close and lock all windows; close all shades, drapes and blinds. Lock and bolt entrance doors to rooms or apartments.
- Use timers on lights and on a radio or television to give your residence the appearance of being occupied.
- Register your residence with Public Safety for Special Checks during the Break.
- Your answering device message should never indicate that you are not at home. Always use plural nouns even if you live alone (e.g., “we’re not available to take your call right now”). Don’t use your name(s).
- Make sure that your exterior lighting works and turn all lights on. Preferably, exterior lights should be on a timer or photoelectric cell. If not, contact your landlord with regards to installing these security devices before you leave for Break!

#### If you are remaining at Penn during Thanksgiving Break:
- Use one of the ten automated teller machines (ATMs) located inside University buildings and avoid withdrawing money at night. Check the amount withdrawn only after you are safely inside your office or residence. Never display money in a crowd.
- Carry only necessary credit cards and money.
- Carry your wallet in an inside coat pocket or side trouser pocket. Carry your handbag tightly under your arm with the clasp toward your body. Never let it dangle by the handle.
- Keep your wallet or handbag closed and with you at all times. Never place it on the seat beside you, on the counter next to you or under a seat when dining.
- Be aware of your surroundings and the people around you. Trust your instincts. Stay in well-lighted and well-travelled areas.
- Walk with your head up, shoulders back and your eyes scanning the people around you. Use the “buddy” system or the Penn Transit System when travelling at night. From non-Univ

---

### Key Numbers for Safety

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Division of Public Safety</th>
<th>Penn Police Department, 3914 Locust Walk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emergencies On Campus</td>
<td>(Penn Exchanges 898, 573, 417): 511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergencies Off Campus</td>
<td>573-3333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Emergencies</td>
<td>898-7297/7298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Services Unit</td>
<td>598-4481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hour line</td>
<td>898-6600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn Investigators</td>
<td>898-4485</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Philadelphia Police Department**
- 18th Police District 5510 Pine Street
- Emergency Telephone Number: 911
- General Business Number: 686-3180

**SEPTA Police Department**
- Emergency Telephone: 580-4131

---

### Potentially Hazardous Icicle Lights

With the holiday season fast approaching, the safety experts at Underwriters Laboratories Inc. (UL) are notifying consumers and merchandisers that certain “icicle,” “curtain” or “Wonder Lights” light strings manufactured in China may present a fire or shock hazard. Sold under various names, these holiday light strings do not comply with UL’s safety requirements for such products and are not authorized to bear the UL Mark.

UL’s investigation has revealed that these light strings have been available to consumers through retail outlets and department stores, home centers, hobby and craft stores, drugstores, hardware stores, catalogs, and shopping clubs. UL’s evaluation of sample light strings indicates the possibilities that live electrical parts could be exposed, which may cause either a fire or shock hazard.

Sold individually in a string of 100 or 150 lights or as a set of three or more light strings, these products can be identified by a “splicing” connector. Located at the point where the individual groups of lights hang down from the main wires, the splicing connector looks similar to one of the light bulb sockets, with wires protruding from both ends. Holographic UL Marks with “E127358”, “E127901”, “E48723”, “E64444”, “E97593”, “E115799”, “E65770” or “E127522”, can be found on the products.

As these products do not meet UL’s requirements, the use of UL Marks on these products is not authorized. UL is concerned that consumers may be misled into purchasing these light strings because of the UL reference on the product.

While its investigation into other potential hazards associated with these light strings continues, UL encourages consumers to immediately discontinue using these products and return them to the place of purchase. UL has established a toll-free number to help consumers verify the validity of the UL Mark on products manufactured in China. Consumers can call 1-888-UL-MARK (1-888-854-6275), Monday through Friday, between the hours of 9 a.m. and 5:30 p.m., CDT.

Underwriters Laboratories Inc. (UL) is an independent, not-for-profit product safety testing and certification organization that has tested products for public safety for more than a century. Each year, more than 14 billion UL Marks are applied to products worldwide. To obtain further safety information, visit UL’s Web site at [www.ul.com](http://www.ul.com).
ON STAGE

20 Totally Organic; modern dance concert featuring 10 new works by student choreographers; Annenberg School Theater; call Annenberg box office at 898-6791 for details. Through November 22 (Penn Dance).

21 Three by Robert Frank; (86 min.); a classic look at the soul of the Beat Generation featuring: Pull My Daisy (1959; 28 min.); Energy and How to Get It (1981; 28 min.); and This Song for Jack (1983; 30 min.); also November 22, 6 p.m. and November 23, 8 p.m.

22 Kerouac; (J. Antonelli; 1986; 72 min.); pastiche of documentary footage and dramatic reenactment about Beat poet and author Jack Kerouac; 9 p.m.; also November 22 at 10:30 p.m.

ON SCREEN

20 Burroughs; (H. Brookner; 1984; 86 min.); documentary about novelist William S. Burroughs; 7 p.m.; also November 23 at 4 p.m.

Naked Lunch; (D. Cronenberg; 1991; 115 min.); based on the 1959 William S. Burroughs novel; 9 p.m.; also November 22, 6 p.m. and November 23, 8 p.m.

21 Three by Robert Frank; (86 min.); a classic look at the soul of the Beat Generation featuring: Pull My Daisy (1959; 28 min.); Energy and How to Get It (1981; 28 min.); and This Song for Jack (1983; 30 min.); also November 22, 8:30 p.m. and November 23, 6 p.m.

22 Kerouac; (J. Antonelli; 1986; 72 min.); pastiche of documentary footage and dramatic reenactment about Beat poet and author Jack Kerouac; 9 p.m.; also November 22 at 10:30 p.m.

The University of Pennsylvania Police Department

Community Crime Report

About the Crime Report: Below are all Crimes Against Persons and Crimes Against Society from the campus report for November 3, 1997 through November 9, 1997. Also reported were Crimes Against Property, including 42 total thefts (including 10 thefts of bicycles & parts, 9 thefts from autos, 3 criminal mischief & vandalism, 4 forgery & fraud, 3 burglaries & attempts, 1 possession of stolen property, and 1 theft of auto). Full crime reports are in this issue of Almanac on the Web (www.upenn.edu/almanac/44rn13/crimes.html). —Ed.

This summary is prepared by the Division of Public Safety and includes all criminal incidents reported and made known to the University Police Department between the dates of November 3, 1997 through November 9, 1997. The University Police actively patrols from Market Street to Baltimore Avenue and from the Schuylkill River to 43rd Street in conjunction with the Philadelphia Police. In this effort to provide you with a thorough and accurate report on public safety concerns, we hope that your increased awareness will lessen the opportunity for crime. For any concerns or suggestions regarding this report, please call the Division of Public Safety at 898-4482.

Crimes Against Persons

34th to 38th/Market to Civic Center: Robberies (& Attempts)—1; Simple Assaults—1; Threats & Harassment—3

11/03/97 7:00 PM Stouffer Triangle Dispute between employee and supervisor

11/04/97 9:35 AM Faculty Club Terminated employee made threats

11/05/97 11:59 AM Grad B Tower Unwanted phone calls received

11/05/97 4:06 PM Nursing Ed Bldg. Unwanted calls received

11/06/97 2:17 PM 100 Blk 38th Male took currency and fled

30th to 34th/Market to University: Simple Assaults—1

11/08/97 3:12 PM Franklin Field Spectator struck by male

Outside 30th to 43rd/Market to Baltimore: Robberies (& Attempts)—1

11/08/97 6:22 PM 44th & Market Complainant robbed by unknown suspect

Crimes Against Society

34th to 38th/Market to Civic Center: Disorderly Conduct—4

11/03/97 7:51 PM Stouffer Triangle Person refusing to leave area/cited for disorderly conduct

11/03/97 8:39 PM 300 Blk Sansom Male stopped/became abusive with police/cited

11/09/97 6:05 PM Warwick Dorm Males in building knocking on doors/apprehended

11/09/97 3:00 PM Children’s Hospital Male arrested after assaulting security stg.

8th District Crimes Against Persons

11/03/97 1:20 AM 3600 Market Aggravated Assault

11/03/97 2:30 PM 400 48th St Aggravated Assault

11/03/97 9:00 PM 4539 Sansom Aggravated Assault

11/04/97 2:00 AM 4800 Spruce Robbery

11/07/97 8:10 PM 4807 Chester Robbery

11/08/97 7:00 AM 4220 Baltimore Aggravated Assault/Arrest

18th District Crimes Against Persons

6 Incidents and 1 Arrest were reported between November 3, 1997, and November 9, 1997, by the 18th District, covering the Schuylkill River to 49th Street and Market Street to Woodland Avenue.

Ancient Voices, directed by William Parberry, will be presenting Christmas music of the Middle Ages and Renaissance on November 23 at 3 p.m. in the Cathedral Church of the Savourieu, 38th and Chestnut Streets. Ancient Voices is an a cappella chorus of 16-20 voices modeled on the chapel choirs of the Renaissance. They have performed for the American Chauacer Society, the Medieval Academy of America, and at the Walters Art Gallery. Programs have been devoted to the music of Dufay, Desprez, Gibbons, Byrd, and Lassus, among others. Tickets: $8; $4 for students/seniors.

Publication Schedule

Almanac will publish November 25 but not on December 2 due to the Thanksgiving holiday. Issues will be published on December 9 and December 16 and will resume weekly publication after the New Year, on January 13.

UPDATE

NOVEMBER AT PENN

24 RNA-Binding Proteins that Regulate Transcription, Translation, and mRNA Localization; Norman Hecht, center for research on reproduction on women’s health; 9:30 a.m.; also November 23, 4 p.m.

Autocrine Growth Factor Signaling and Apoptosis in Vascular Smooth Muscle; Jonathan Fox, medicine; 2 p.m.; 4th floor, Richards Building (Pennsylvania Muscle Institute).

Phase Transitions in Thin Polymer Films; Sanat Kumar, Penn State; 3:30 p.m.; Room 337, Towne Building (Chemical Engineering, SEAS).

26 Kinase Cascades in Cell Growth and Death; Michael Weber, University of Virginia; 12-1:30 p.m.; Class of ’62 Auditorium, John Morgan Building (Cancer Center).

Deadlines: The deadline for the January at Penn calendar is December 2; the deadline for the update is the Monday prior to the week of publication.

Safeguarding Computers

November 25 is Computer Security Awareness Day at Penn, sponsored by Information Systems and Computing, to assist the University community with anti-virus software and hints about how to keep computers and data safe from accidental or intentional harm. Bring your questions about theft, backups and risks to the CRC on Locust Walk, between 9-11 a.m., and Information Security Officer David Millar will provide answers. Handouts detailing safety tips will also be available. Rain date: December 2.

20 Burroughs; (H. Brookner; 1984; 86 min.); documentary about novelist William S. Burroughs; 7 p.m.; also November 23 at 4 p.m.

Naked Lunch; (D. Cronenberg; 1991; 115 min.); based on the 1959 William S. Burroughs novel; 9 p.m.; also November 22, 6 p.m. and November 23, 8 p.m.

21 Three by Robert Frank; (86 min.); a classic look at the soul of the Beat Generation featuring: Pull My Daisy (1959; 28 min.); Energy and How to Get It (1981; 28 min.); and This Song for Jack (1983; 30 min.); also November 22, 8:30 p.m. and November 23, 6 p.m.

22 Kerouac; (J. Antonelli; 1986; 72 min.); pastiche of documentary footage and dramatic reenactment about Beat poet and author Jack Kerouac; 9 p.m.; also November 22 at 10:30 p.m.

TALKS

6 Incidents and 1 Arrest were reported between November 3, 1997, and November 9, 1997, by the 18th District, covering the Schuylkill River to 49th Street and Market Street to Woodland Avenue.
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Participant-Observation in the Washington Semester

by Russell Riley and Jack Nagel

A time-honored principle of pedagogy holds that learning is enhanced when students engage in an unfiltered encounter with the natural or social world. This premise justifies laboratory research and field work as powerful complements to classroom interaction and library study. Since 1994, the College’s Washington Semester Program (WSP) has offered experiential learning to students of politics. Undergraduates enrolled in the WSP spend an entire term in the nation’s capital, devoting three days a week to an unpaid, government-related work assignment, and taking a common set of courses offered by Penn faculty residing in or traveling to Washington.

The core course in the Washington curriculum is largely devoted to training students to become participant-observers. Applying this anthropological technique to domestic political settings is less odd than it may seem, because in many ways the culture of Washington is exotic, with its own peculiar folkways and rituals, hierarchies, and incentive structures, as well as a unique language impenetrable to the outsider. Immersion holds promise of revealing to our students the mysteries of a culture at once alien and familiar.

Penn’s WSP students have proved remarkably adept in getting themselves placed in prominent and interesting work sites, including committee and personal staffs on Capitol Hill, the White House, the Dole for President campaign, CNN, Nightline, the Children’s Defense Fund, the Pentagon, and a host of other federal agencies. Participation at the workplace in itself serves an educative function, conveying valuable skills ranging from how to compose a professional memorandum to management of intraoffice conflict. We do not, however, believe that advanced vocational training is a sufficient reason for the University to sponsor the government-related work assignment, and taking a common set of courses offered by in-house organs in Washington, testifying to the value of student’s work within the political community.

Although the internship is required of WSP students, the program gives no academic credit for workplace participation per se. Instead, it requires that students demonstrate the intellectual value of their experiences. WSP teachers must therefore help them become informed, critical, and insightful observers of American political life.

Accomplishing these objectives is no mean feat, because we are usually working against a powerful countervailing force: workplace partisanship—not in the narrow sense of commitment to Republican or Democratic advantage, but rather the tendency we all have to become partisans of the institutions with which we are affiliated, to make biased judgments based on where we sit. Such impulses are especially strong in young, enthusiastic workers, who want to make a favorable impression on supervisors who might provide paid jobs or crucial letters of recommendation after the term ends.

The program counters such impulses in two main ways. First, the shared classroom experience helps students achieve a measure of critical distance from the workplace. Here we actually aspire to offer an ivory tower, a refuge of rationality in a setting not always hospitable to it. (Of course, the usual ivory-tower dangers of hyper-abstraction do not obtain when the student’s real-world anxieties are just a Metro ride away.) Those who import workplace biases into the classroom are subject to gentle correctives, not only from professors but also from fellow students who have been alerted to both the benefits and hazards of immersion in the political world.

We know we have established the appropriate classroom culture when a student begins her comments with the disclaimer, “I may be ‘going native’ here, but...”

Second, the Washington Semester features an array of original research options that require our students to exploit primary sources not readily available in Philadelphia. Some pursue interview-based research, questioning people at the workplace or using connections developed there. One such student interviewed representatives of competing Cuban-American interest groups in order to develop an insightful analysis of their influence on American policy. Others take advantage of written resources at the workplace, such as internal records or confidential studies unavailable to outsiders. For example, a student content-analyzed incoming White House correspondence in search of patterns in popular perceptions of the presidency. Still others find useful material in Washington’s mountains of archives. This semester, history Profesor Marc Trachtenberg is sending his students into such sources as the National Archives and the records of the Holocaust Memorial, to awaken them to the complexities of historical research. In each case, the writing project imposes on the student the need to reflect carefully on the evidence Washington affords, and to analyze it according to high standards of research under close faculty scrutiny.

The results have been gratifying. In each of the last two years, prize-winning senior honors theses in American politics originated in their authors’ Washington semesters, as did four articles published in Sound Politicks, the journal of the political science honor society. Moreover, the work of some WSP students has been published by in-house organs in Washington, testifying to the value their contributions have for employers. Program alumni have developed an enviable record of subsequent performance, which many attribute to their experience in the Washington Semester.

In part, these successes are a function of scale. WSP enrollment is limited to no more than twenty students per semester, so our students receive the kind of one-on-one attention that is not always possible on campus. Nevertheless, direct experience within the capital community remains the central distinguishing feature of the Washington Semester. What students can discover there about the nation’s political life is no more replaceable than what their undergraduate colleagues in biology or astronomy are discovering through microscopes and telescopes. It is the thrill of the direct encounter that, we hope, will spark in these students the intense, enduring enthusiasm for learning that ought to be at the center of a Penn education.

The Talk About Teaching series is a joint project of the College of Arts and Sciences and the Lindback Society. Dr. Riley, a lecturer in political science, teaches the core seminar of the Washington Semester Program and is its on-site associate director. Dr. Nagel, a professor of political science, is director of the program.